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EXTANG INTRODUCES THE ALL-NEW EXTANG XCEED
The First Flush-Mounted, Hard Folding Truck Bed Cover in Extang’s Product Line-Up
ANN ARBOR, MI, June 26, 2019– Extang Corp., a Truck Hero company, released their most advanced
cover yet, the Xceed. This cover is the first flush-mounted, hard folding truck bed cover offered by
Extang, featuring an extremely low profile, with a sleek, seamless appearance and an attractive matte
black finish.
Engineered to ensure enhanced water resistance, Xceed has an exclusive EnduraCoat protective
covering and all-new extruded side seals to keep water out and gear safe. Xceed boasts an industry-first
Secure Rotary Release Latching System, which encases the operation cable for tamper-proof security.
Equipped with aluminum panels and a full perimeter frame, Xceed is exceptionally durable and has a
robust load capacity. It’s unique four-panel construction delivers full bed access and reduces the overall
height, when the cover is open, with quick release support rods securely holding the cover at an upright
90-degrees. The cover houses textured powder coated aluminum frames and hinges for extra wear
resistance and protection from the elements.
Made in America and backed by a limited three-year warranty, the Extang Xceed will exceed
expectations. See warranty for full details. See below current part numbers and applications.

More applications coming soon.
About Extang Corp.
Extang Corp., a Truck Hero company, headquartered in Ann Arbor, MI, manufactures tonneau covers
and truck accessories designed to enhance the utility, convenience and appearance of trucks. Founded
in 1982, Extang has a long history of leading the industry in innovation, quality products and customer
service. Extang’s product offering includes folding, rolling, snap/snapless, toolbox tonneau covers and
more. For more information, please visit our website at extang.com.
About Truck Hero, Inc.
Headquartered in Ann Arbor, Michigan, Truck Hero provides consumers a full range of truck bed covers and
other truck and Jeep® accessories with market leading functionality, engineering, quality, and design. The
breadth of Truck Hero’s product offering is vast, including hard and soft truck bed covers, truck caps, bed
liners, floor liners, steps, suspension kits, Jeep parts and off-road accessories. Truck Hero’s industry leading
family of brands includes Advantage, AMP Research, AVS, A.R.E., BAK, BackRack, BedRug, Belmore,
Bushwacker, Extang, Husky Liners, LUND, N-FAB, Omix-ADA, Rampage Products, Retrax, RoadWorks
Manufacturing, Roll-N-Lock, Rugged Liner, Rugged Ridge, Stampede Automotive Accessories, Superlift,
TonnoPro, TruXedo, UnderCover and an online retailer, RealTruck. All of the companies in the Truck Hero
family are recognized as premier brands and leaders in innovation. For more information, please visit our
website at truck-hero.com.
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If you would like more information about this topic, please contact Samantha Steffen at 800-253-7692
or email at samantha.steffen@truck-hero.com.
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